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FELKER TILE MASTER PLUS KIT
New longer cutting capacity! 

24” rip cut, 16” diagonally. 
50% larger cast aluminum conveyor cart.

New spring-assisted plunge cut capability and blade shaft lock.

Larger conveyor cart.
1.5 hp, 115 Volts. Depth of cut 3-3/4”.

Kit includes saw, folding stand and cutting package.
10” blade capacity, 5/8” arbor. Weight 118 lbs.  

$889.99 item 6391K  FREE SHIPPING 
FROM FACTORY WAREHOUSE*

*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

Free Folding Stand  (a $84.99 Value)  
Free Cutting Package (a $49.99 Value)  

TM-10 PORCELAIN DIAMOND BLADE
Super premium blade for smooth, fast, chip-free cutting on porcelain tile, 

glass and other stone materials.
Laser cuts in core absorb vibration and disipate heat.

CUTS PORCELAIN!

10” $69.99 item  7896 
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3/16”    $13.99  
1/4”      $14.99
5/16”    $15.99
3/8”      $15.99
1/2”      $19.99
5/8”      $21.99
3/4”      $23.99
1”         $35.99

Item 9182

 We tested this bit in hard porcelain and the results speak for themselves!                                                                                         
 Best when used in cordless drills at 800-1000 RPM. Wet only.                                      
 Adjustable holesaw guides, item 5876 or item 420, make hole placement easy.

 DRILL PORCELAIN! 

METABO ANGLE GRINDERS
Adjustment of protective hood without tools.
VibraTech model handle for vibration damping (not on W6-115).
Ergonomic shape for fatigue-proof grinding and cutting.
Metabo winding protection grid & auto-stop carbon brushes.
Perfect for grinding, cutting and polishing.
Use variable speed models with sandpaper, PVA & dry polishing pads.

W6-115 4-1/2” 6 AMPS                 $88.99     item 7941

W7-115 4-1/2” Quick 8 AMPS      $125.99   item 7942

WE14-125 VS 5” 12 AMPS           $189.99   item 7954

WE9-125 VS Quick 5” 7.5 AMPS $174.99   item 7953

BUY 5 PCS, ANY SIZE, 
WET PORCELAIN BITS

AND GET A FREE TOUGH CASE!
 Sliding rubber latch, metal hinge, interior locking lid. Fits any size tool or glove box.                               

 Adjustable storage compartments; contains 6 dividers. 

The Leading Automatic Driving System.
Now, fastening underlayment, fiber cement board and subflooring is fast and easy.

You can easily drive screws to a consistent depth and avoid the time & aggravation of handling individual fasteners.
It is easy to load, each screw strip holds 23 or 31 screws, depending on type.

$279.99 item 5953  SHIPPING $6.00
Quik Drive is a heavy duty tool, 

engineered for long life and solid action. 

Kit includes: Auto-Feed Tool for backerboard
screws, Makita 6.5 AMP, 2500 RPM drive motor,

 Pro Extension, Quiver and Pro Tool bag.



DIAMOND HOLE SAWS
Use wet or dry.

Removable center pilot.
Drill holes thru marble and floor tile.

1/2”
3/4”
1” 
1-1/4”
1-3/8”
1-1/2”
1-3/4”
2”
2-1/2”

$36.99   
$38.99
$44.99 
$46.99 

$47.99 

$54.99 

$56.99 

$64.99 

$84.99
 

Item 6150

MK-101 PRO 24 KIT
Length of cut 24”, diagonally 18”.
High torque 2 HP, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 125 lbs.
Saw dimensions 40”L x 22”W x 23”H.
10” MK “Hot Dog” blade included.

Stand with wheels, side table,
and cutting kit included.
$1179.99 item 3121K
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

 We are required to collect sales tax from California residents on MK factory direct shipments.

MK-200 DIAMOND BLADE
Premium grade continuous rim wet diamond blade for tile & marble. 5/8” arbor.

  7” $39.99 Buy 5 $34.99 each

  10” $49.99 Buy 5 $42.99 each
item  6050

MK-250GX CONTINUOUS DRY 
4” PORCELAIN BLADE

Dry cutting, continuous rim diamond blade.
Clean chip-free cutting on porcelain and granite. 7/8”-5/8” arbor.

  4” $22.99  Buy 5 $18.99 each      Item 164111

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-709-0002

MK-225 HOT DOG DIAMOND BLADE
Premium wet thin-rim blade for porcelain, ceramic and vitreous tile.

The Hot Dog blade has tension slots to prevent blade wobble.

CUTS PORCELAIN

  
7” $43.99 Buy 5 $40.99 each

10” $56.99 Buy 5 $50.99 each item  6060 
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TOMECANIC BALL BEARING
Premium quality professional tile cutter.
Cuts wall, floor tile and porcelain.
Large breaker for easy snapping anywhere on tile. 
Spring loaded pads. 9 ball bearings in the head provide
accuracy and long life.

18”  2145  $284.99 SHIPPING $4.00   

24”  2160  $304.99 SHIPPING $6.00  

29”  2175  $344.99 SHIPPING $6.00

35”  2190  $399.99 SHIPPING $9.00

    
FREE REPLACEMENT WHEEL!

Item 6165

 CUTS PORCELAIN! 

RUBI TR-S TILE CUTTERS 
Professional quality tile cutter.
17”, diagonally cuts 12” x 12” tile.
24”, diagonally cuts 17” x 17” tile.
Swivel angle plate with central pivot for 
making repetitive cuts at any angle.
Large breaker for easy snapping anywhere on tile.
Comes with anti-shock plastic case.
Made in Spain.

17” TR-400S $264.99 
24” TR-600S $289.99
SHIPPING $8.00

CUTS PORCELAIN!

RUBI WHEELS FOR TS, TR: 
6mm series  $12.99 
8mm series (Special Porcelain)  $12.99 
10mm series  $15.39 
18mm series  $19.99
2 pc set, 6 & 10mm series  $25.99 Item 6176

5 pc set, 6, 8, 10, 18, 22mm series  $79.99 Item 6177

item 1014TR

Item 6175

MAKITA POWER SCRAPER
Weight 7.7 lbs, 5 AMPS, 12-3/8” long.
Variable speed, 0-3200 blows per minute.

$349.99  item 3070 SHIPPING $4.00

2” x 5-7/8” Chisel $19.99 item 3117

1-3/16” x 5-7/8” Chisel $19.99 item 3125

4” Scraper assembly $49.99 item 3072 
4” Scraper blade $34.99 item 3119 
Bull point $15.99 item 3118 
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EDGERIGHT BULLNOSING BENCH
The EDGERIGHT bullnosing bench makes it easy for you to fabricate 
your own edges and save time, expense and delays. 
Made of industrial strength aluminum. Heavy-duty clamp system, 
weight 65 lbs.
Dimensions 77” long by 48” tall (when assembled). 

$599.99 item EDG600  SHIPPING $45.00

WET MARBLE & GRANITE PADS 
50
100
200
400
800
1500
3000
BUFF BLACK
BUFF WHITE
Set of 9 pads 

$9.99  
$9.99  
$9.99  
$9.99 
$9.99 
$9.99 
$9.99  
$9.99
$9.99 
$79.99  

Item 7890

WET VARIABLE SPEED 
STONE POLISHER KIT
Weight 6.1 lbs. Variable speed, 800-3600 RPM. 
115 V, 5.8 AMPS. Spindle thread, 5/8”-11 with spindle lock.
Kit includes 9 diamond pads, water valve, hose, reversible
handle, GFI, faucet/garden hose adapter and wrenches.

Kit $279.99 item 8025

EDGERIGHT 3/8” DRY PROFILER
3/8” roundover, 7 mm radius profiler for granite, marble
and porcelain. 5/8”-11 female thread fits grinders,
and polishers. Max. recommended RPM - 4500.
No-scratch top bearing. Brazed diamond for fast
stock removal. Use dry or with external water source. 

3/8” $109.99 item EDGPW1 

LASERMARK #58 GIZMO-3 WITH POLE
Aligns wall and floor tile, plumbs walls, levels cabinets, etc.

Separate laser diodes produce bright and sharp laser reference lines.
Use laser “cross” and/or 90 degree plumb line.

Self-leveling  with “out of level”
 automatic shut-off mechanism.

Includes laser glasses and carrying case.
$259.99 item 5591  SHIPPING $4.00

Four-section pole is built of a lightweight aluminum core.
Add or remove 2ft. sections or use telescopic top section.

Platform adjusts from 4” to 98”.



ROTOZIP RZ20-4200
The Ultimate Professional Spiral Saw. 
RotoZip is another great brand in the Bosch family.
Includes jigsaw handle attachment, a $30 value! 
5.5 AMPS. No Load RPM; 15,000-30,000. Weight: 3.4 lbs.
3 jaw chuck for easy and wrenchless bit changes.
Quick release jigsaw handle attachment, comfortable to use.
Cut vents and floor openings in one motion.
For use with Zip Bits and new XBITS.
Works with straight edge guide for straight cuts.
Dust sealed switch for long life. Variable speed.
Soft grip body provides hand comfort for long periods of time.
Plastic adjustable foot allows for a depth of cut up to 1”.
Kit includes RotoZip spiral saw, ZipMate ZM3 cutting attachment,
masonry cut-off wheel, metal cut-off wheel, jigsaw handle
attachment, grout removal attachment & bit, tile cut bit, bit
accessory pack, bit case, wrench and soft carry bag.   

RZ20-4200 SPIRAL SAW KIT  $149.99  item 9184

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-709-0002

BOSCH FINECUT POWER HAND SAW
Versatile flush-cutting ability. Ideal tool for flush cutting
doorjambs, window jams, shims, PVC drainpipe,
flooring and more. 3.5 AMPS; 2,000-2,800 RPM.
2 blades included; fine tooth & fine tooth flush-cut blade.
Variable speed. Blades mount on left or right side. 
Stroke Length 5/8”. Length 11-7/8”. Weight 5 lbs. 
Tool-free blade change system.
Cutting capacity - wood 2-1/2”.
Kit includes Finecut power saw, fine tooth and fine tooth
flush-cut blade, miter table attachment, 2 table clamps, 
work piece clamp, coarse-tooth blade and carrying case. 

POWER HAND SAW  $119.99
POWER HAND SAW KIT  $159.99
CARRYING CASE  $23.99  

 item 9170

Made in Switzerland.

ROTOZIP X-SHIELD ATTACHMENT
For cutting an even wider variety of materials.
Brazed dry diamond wheel cuts porcelain, ceramic floor tile, granite and slate.
The wood wheel cuts door jambs with ease.
X-Shield cover includes wood wheel.
Robust plastic guard deflects sparks and fragments.
Quick release body latch.
Cuts up to 9/16” depth with ease!
*ZM3 ZipMate attachment included with RZ20-4200 Saw Kit.

 item 9183

ZM3 ATTACH. WITH X-SHIELD*  $57.99
X-SHIELD COVER & WOOD BLADE  $49.99
XW-TILE DIAMOND BLADE  $42.99 
XW-WOOD CUT-OFF BLADE  $34.99

Cuts Granite, Porcelain Tile & Wood
with X-Shield Attachment Below. 
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SPOMATIC ELECTRIC SPONGE
17” cleaning width makes cleaning large grouted areas quick and 
easy with the RUBI SPOMATIC electric grout cleaning machine.
The sponge rotates slowly as the machine is pulled backwards at a 
45 deg. angle to the grout joint, leaving the joints full and cleaning 
in one pass. Adjustable roller with direct water injection rinses 
the sponge thoroughly with less wear and tear on the sponge.

Sponge for sanded grout included.
Sponges last approximately 5000 sq.ft. 

$1249.99 item 7000  SHIPPING $72.00*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

Defoamer 13.5 oz. $13.49 item 30431
Repl. Sanded Grout Sponge 

$76.99 item 7001  SHIPPING $4.00  
Repl. Extended Life Plus Grout Sponge 

$146.99 item 7003 SHIPPING $4.00
Repl. Epoxy Grout Sponge 

$96.99 item 7002 SHIPPING $4.00

Cleans 800 to 
1000 sq. feet 

per hour!

Sponges are easily changed 
and are available for epoxy 

grout and sanded grout.

Easy to install.
Produced of corrosion resistant alloyed aluminum.
Has an elastometric-waterproofing and anti-fracture
coating combined with an aggregate bonding base.
Features rolled flange for any style trim use.
Standard depth all models 3-7/8”.

1414: face 13-1/4”x13-1/4”- back 12-3/4”x12-3/4” $39.99
614: face 6-1/4”x13-1/4”- back 5-3/4”x12-3/4” $36.99
1418: face 13-1/4”x17-1/4”- back 12-3/4”x16-3/4” $47.99
46: face 6-1/4”x4-3/4”- back 5-3/4”x4” $34.99
Floating Shelf: Usable with 1414 & 1418 $8.99
item 9158

INNOVIS RECESS-IT  

Engineered 400 lb. load capacity.
BB-30: 3”x21.5”x21.5”x30” triangular bench. $38.99
BB-24: 3”x17”x17”x24” triangular bench. $35.99
BT-17: 2”x12”x12”x17” triangular shelf. $31.99
BB-ADJR: 3”x14”x33.5-62” adj. rectangular bench. $109.99
BT-17S: Mid point corbel support for BB-ADJR. $36.99
(BT-17S support required if spread exceeds 36”)
item 7847

INNOVIS BETTER-BENCH  

Can be mounted to most vertical surfaces quickly and efficiently.
Self-supporting, one piece frame is easy to install with supplied 

fasteners requiring no additional waterproofing or 
structural reinforcement. Takes only minutes to mount, 
place mortar mix (sand and cement), and tile as desired. 

Use in wet or dry locations.



Tile Bullnose Kit includes:
Alpha VSP-110 variable speed polisher.
Alpha 3/8” profiler for granite. 
Ceramica EX wet resin polishing pad kit. 
Alpha apron.          
Alpha 4” flex backer pad.        
Instructional DVD.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-709-0002

item 7897

GB-10 GLASS CUTTING BLADE
Super premium blade for fast, chip-free cutting on glass.

Tested as the best performing glass blade by our staff. 
Wet cutting only.

6”    $45.99  
7”    $51.99
8”    $63.99
10”  $71.99

ALPHA TILE BULLNOSE KIT
Save time and money using the Alpha Tile
Bullnosing Kit on marble, granite and porcelain.
Quality finish without the factory.
Fool-proof hand-held application.

A $652.95 value for just $549.99
SHIPPING $5.00  item 8152

4” continuous blade, 8’ water hose connection 
and carrying case included.

FHS-4 4” WET/DRY TILE CUTTER
10,800 RPM, weight 7 lbs., 5/8” arbor.
1-3/8” depth of cut, angle cut to 45 degrees.
10 AMPS, 115 Volts.
Cuts tile, stone, concrete, brick, fiber cement siding, 
tile backer board, stucco and pavers.

$69.99 item 7480

FV-C CONTINUOUS RIM 
DIAMOND BLADE

4” Dry Cutting. 
Fast cutting speed with smooth cuts, minimal to zero chipping.

Perfect for use on ceramic tile and stone materials.
7/8”-5/8” or 20 mm arbor.

4” $14.99 Buy 10 $10.99 each  item 9186


